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In a Markov bramhing process with random environments, limiting fluctuations of 
the population size arise from the changing environment, which causes random variation 
of the ‘deterministic’ population prediction, and from the stochastic wobble around this 
‘determinrstic’ mean, which is apparent in the ordinary Markov branching process. If the 
random environment is generated by a suitable stationary process, the first variation 
typically swamps the second kind. In this paper, environmental processes are considered 
which, in contrast, lead to sampling and environmental f uctuation of comparable magni- 
tude. The method makes little u:;e either of stationarity or of the branching property, and 
is amenable to some generalization away from the Markov branching process. 
Markov branching process L-- func$ional central imit theorem ---_-- -.- random environments l__l_- 3 
ntraduction 
It is proved in [6] that, in a Markov branching process with stationary 
random environments, 
distriblution at any time has e 
theorem for 
describe:d, in the case when arkov branching pm 
cesa with d.eterministic but timevarying parameters. This is then adapted, 
in Section 3, t environments. The particular family of environ- 
mental proces ered is not very different from those treated in 
the iabove references, although neither the branching property ror sta- 
tionarit!r are vital to the argument. The papler concludes with scme brief 
remarks on generalization away from the Markov branching pro xss 
Let (X(t), t 2% 0) be the minimal continuous time Markov process on 
the non-negative integers with time-varying Q-matrix given by 
4ii(t) = -ib(t),, 
elii = ib(t) pi,_,(t), 
i> 0, Ji> i-l, i# j; (2.1) 
for a ,formal construction 
Q1=0, p==, 
0) see Jacobsen [ 51, in. whose notation 
Gi] t, p] zz exp -jib(u) dv , 
0 
~ij (t) = Pj_i(t) , 
is necessary to assume, for the construction, that PiCt) 2 0 is Bore1 
easur;,.ble in t 2 for eachj> -1, wit pi(t) = 1, and 
e assumed ;ha 
3s 
whert4 02 “a :r * 1 
to en5l.s ‘$. .::at 
i2pj(u). Conditions (2.3) and (2.2) are sufficient 
0) is an ‘honest’ process in t 2 0, and that W(t) s 
/Y(f) 6-3  ’ w b -negative martingale; see, for example, :3] for justi- 
&at ;‘LG tinder slightly stronger assumptions. Condition (2.4) implies 
tha . 
-ytg i , :, :*e 7, denotes the o-field generated by {X(t), 0 < t < s). Finally, it 
is t!Arther assumed that 
lim H(t)= H< 00 ; (2.5,? t-*= 
then M(t) + * as t -+ 00, and W > 0 with positive probability, where 
W = lim,_ W(t). 
Define a sequence of random elements YN of D[O, 0 ] by 
r,(l) = VW9 (H-W’W1--1’2 ( 
(2.6) 
YJtc) = W(N) (H-H(A9))-‘2 tY(t,(u)) - WW, 
o< UC 1, 
where 
t,(u)=inf{t: t>N,H(i) - (N) = u(H-H(N))} . (L!.7) 
If W(N) =O, dfzfine 
YN (id) = W1l’ B *(Nu) , 
where B'@( 9) is a standard Brow 
ing theorem, similar to those of 
be proved. 
hen the follow- 
e-time case, ca 
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tion (2.8) is just the 
e theorem can be proved lb 
raightforward but tedious, and is 
omitted. Cl 
or the purposes of the next section, iz will be convenient o rephrase 
Theorem 2.1. Let D* =D*[O, 11 denote the space of left-continuous 
functions with right limits on [S, I ] ,, with the Skorohod topology. Then, 
0, W/W(N) + 1 in probability, and the mapping 
[O, 1 ] defined by 
q(x)(u)=x(l --&-x(1) 
is continuous almost surely with respect to Wiener measure, with BP--’ =I3 
(on P), Theorem 2.1 implies that, on IV > 0, Y;V * B in B*, where 
Y;(U)= {WJ(N’-H(AJ))}“2{F@(tN(1-~))/W-1) . 
Remarking that Ilog( 1 +x) - xl < 2~:~ for 1x1 < 3, and that 
in probability, the following result can be deduced. 
2. Under the con~ditions of Theorem 2.1, on W > 0, ZN =+ B
in D*, where 
/(H -- H(N))) li2 
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in Section 2, with parameters deter ,T, P) denote the 
s before, if conditions (2.2)-(2.5) hold P, -as., 
ists P-a.s., and so, on W > 0, 
log X(t) - M(t) - log 
the difference now is that ) is subject to the random fluctuation of 
the environmental process. observed by Keiding [ 71, if (li 
realisation of a suitably w ehaved stationary cess, the 
In M(t) about its mean ht, where X = limt,a {t- t)), are of order tt/*, 
* and completely swamp the declining variability expressed in Corollary 
2.2; thus, in Keiding’s limit theorem, there is no mention of W. it is, 
however, possible to obtain more interesting limiting results by modify- 
ing the environmental process in such a way that the fluctuations of M(t) 
are of magnitude comparable to the sampling fluctuation. It would be 
possible, though not very interesting, to damp the variation of & and 
directly, and consequently that of M. Instead, in the example following, 
the rate of variation is increased, without damping the magnitude, to 
produce a similar effect on M. 
Suppose, then, that (b,p) is a realisation of a stochastic process satis- 
fying the following four conditions: 
(i) There exists X > 0 such that 
t-& {[M(t) - At) + 0 a.s. ast+*, (3.1) 
for someof,$ •~< Q < 1. 
(ii) There exists Y > 0 such that 
(At)-’ lb(u) o*(u) du -+ w a.s. St+=. (3.2) 
0 
(iii) For each E > 0, 
u -9 0 a.s. ast+-. 
(iv) There exists ?r > 0 such t 
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The mixing stationary processes in [ 73, for example, would satisfy these 
conditions. efine new environmental parameters (b*, p*) by 
b*(t) = b(eh’) , (3.5) 
a:ld set 
v,(O) = 0 9 
UN(u) = &I#+$ ekN/( W, r -t- v)) log (X*(N-X-l log 2.4) e-luzI u/WI), 
1 = lirnt+oo {P(E) e aAt ]c and X* is the new process. 
eo . On W, > G, Q, * B in P. 
osf. Let starred quantities relate to the (b*,p*) process. Then from 
(3.1 j and (3.2) it follows easily that, P, -a.s., 
(t) -At} = M:, = A-’ [ u-l (b(u) p(u) -A) du < 00, 
t=+- 
i 
(3.6) 
lim ((H* -H*(t)) exp(Xt + 
t-+cQ 
(3.7) 
(3.7) implies in turn that . 
lim I Sup {lt~(l-t~)-(W-Ah-llogu)~~ 
Iv+= O<u<l \ 
=Q Qa.s. 
(3.8) 
Furthermore, given any c > 0, 
00 
b*(u) ,--M*(u) 
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right-hand side of (3 ence, and from 
zero, Corollary 
U$(u:) =d(v-l W, eW) {log *(N- A-’ log u) 
- “(N-X-r logu) - log IV1 +M,), O< UG 1. 
On the other hand, 
ePflJ2 {M*(N - A-r log u) . - X(N-X-r logu)-Mr} = 
cm 
= -1-i eANl2 
s u--l {b(v) p(v) --h) dv 
u-l ,* 
=A--’ urM,(u-‘) --p v-~ M,(v) dv 
U-l 
(3.10) 
where, as above, yt = ehN It now follows, from (3.44, (3.10) and the conp- 
tinuous mapping theorem, that U’ * B in *, independently of Q, where 
u;(o) I= 0 , 
U;(uj=,/(~-I em){M*(N-X-l logu) - W+logu-- 
It only remains t,o note that 
UN(u) =d(cf,l’@ +- +)){$(u) - d(r 1 Iv) u; (u)i 9 
and that $, U$ and W, are asymptotically independent on +xa 
The method u.sed above will go through for environmental schemes 
other than (3.5) provided that the conditions of eorem 2.1 clan be 
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